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Abstract

Objective: Evaluations of individual terminology systems should be driven in part by the intended usages of such systems. Clinical interface terminologies support interactions between healthcare providers and computer-based applications. They aid practitioners in converting clinical “free text” thoughts into the structured, formal data representations used internally by application programs. Interface terminologies also serve the important role of presenting existing stored, encoded data to end users in human-understandable and actionable formats. The authors present a model for evaluating functional utility of interface terminologies based on these intended uses.

Design: Specific parameters defined in the manuscript comprise the metrics for the evaluation model.

Measurements: Parameters include concept accuracy, term expressivity, degree of semantic consistency for term construction and selection, adequacy of assertional knowledge supporting concepts, degree of complexity of pre-coordinated concepts, and the “human readability” of the terminology. The fundamental metric is how well the interface terminology performs in supporting correct, complete, and efficient data encoding or review by humans.

Results: Authors provide examples demonstrating performance of the proposed evaluation model in selected instances.

Conclusion: A formal evaluation model will permit investigators to evaluate interface terminologies using a consistent and principled approach. Terminology developers and evaluators can apply the proposed model to identify areas for improving interface terminologies.

Introduction

Developers should create and evaluate clinical terminologies based on the terminology’s intended usage. The authors previously described interface terminologies as unique vehicles for supporting efficient and accurate interaction between healthcare providers and computer-based clinical applications. Such applications often have difficult-to-use, internally structured data representations. Healthcare providers generally use interface terminologies to accomplish one of two tasks: 1) encoding clinical narrative into a structured form, or, 2) reviewing structured clinical information that has previously been encoded using a different terminology. In supporting such uses, interface terminologies must enable correct and rapid interaction between clinicians and structured clinical data, support facile use by healthcare providers through easy understandability, and integrate well with other clinical computerized systems in the environment (Rogers J, personal communication, 2003). The manuscript presents an evaluation model defining and utilizing the attributes to measure interface terminology application system usability.

Background

A clinical terminology system consists of a collection of words or phrases organized together to represent the entities and relationships that characterize the knowledge within a given biomedical domain. Each clinical terminology system meets distinct functional needs within a healthcare setting. Terminology developers and users employ terminologies to represent the clinical knowledge of specific medical domains. Others use terminologies to classify clinical procedures for reimbursement purposes, or to categorize and index the content of scientific publications. Clinicians and researchers use other terminologies to characterize therapeutic uses and physiologic effects of medications. Increasingly, practitioners using electronic medical record systems employ specific terminologies to support generation of clinical documents.

Previously, terminology evaluators called for a single, uniform, standard approach to the creation, evaluation and adoption of all clinical terminologies. Commonly employed early models for clinical terminology evaluation sought to determine whether a terminology provided an exact and complete representation of a given...
domain’s knowledge—a criterion now required for reference terminologies. Reference terminologies comprehensively and rigorously define the concepts and expressions within a biomedical domain, including interrelationships among concepts. However, uniform, standard evaluation strategies relevant to reference terminologies may not translate well in the functional assessment of other types of terminologies. The authors believe that intended usages must drive the evaluation of clinical terminologies to optimize the specificity and generality of findings.

In particular, evaluation of clinical interface terminologies should focus on how well they support efficient data entry and data review by intended users, such as healthcare providers. The authors previously identified salient desiderata for clinical interface terminologies, including: a broad and richly-nuanced set of synonyms that accurately represent “natural language” phrases and expressions occurring in relevant biomedical discourse; a balance between pre- and post-coordination that maximizes clinician-users’ efficiency in searching for concepts; the incorporation of assertional medical knowledge that links related concepts to one another, including to potential modifiers; a mapping to formal semantic structures; and the independence of interface terminologies from software applications that implement them. The authors describe below operational methods to assess the functional utility of a given interface terminology.

Model Description—Measurable Attributes for Interface Terminologies

Concept Coverage, Term Accuracy and Term Expressivity

As the initial step in evaluating a terminology, one should determine whether that terminology represents the knowledge-related entities in the domain it purports to cover. For interface terminologies, this step should include evaluation of three measures: concept coverage, term accuracy, and term expressivity. The statistic “concept coverage” has been defined as the proportion of concepts or modifiers from a given domain that the terminology incorporates.

Operationally, investigators have assessed terminology coverage using as a “gold standard” expert-identified “important” words, terms, or phrases contained in natural language clinical documents spontaneously generated during care delivery. By “important,” evaluators meant that the well-qualified, expert human reviewers believed that a given word, term, or phrase from the clinical document conveyed adequate meaning and that clinical necessity mandates that the item should be included in the terminology. For example, a study by J. Campbell in 1997 reported that the then-current SNOMED International® terminology contained nearly 70% of the general medical concepts that investigators judged it should contain, based on a review of a sample set of clinical notes drawn from four large United States medical centers.

Synonyms are words or phrases that provide interchangeable, alternative surface representations for words, phrases or the entirety of a formal concept. For example, the phrase “CAT scan” is a synonym (and abbreviation) for “computerized axial tomography image.” Because synonyms can help users to find formal terms that match users’ informal descriptions, the presence of adequate synonyms increases the usability (pragmatic utility) of an interface terminology. While synonyms ideally have identical meanings, some terminologies define as synonyms two terms that have slightly different meanings. The authors have previously proposed the metrics accuracy and expressivity to quantify the adequacy of a terminology system’s synonyms.

Synonym accuracy reflects how well the meaning of a term’s designated synonym corresponds with the meaning of the original term. For example, “anterior chest pain” is a more accurate synonym for the target concept, “substernal chest pain” than is “lateral chest pain.” However, neither anterior nor lateral chest pain accurately matches the target concept, since both precordial and parasternal pain are also “anterior.” Thus, synonym accuracy is determined by whether each component of a target term is represented accurately in a proposed synonymous term.

By contrast, term expressivity reflects how well a synonym’s semantic character matches the words in the phrase it is meant to represent. Expressivity is more judgmental in nature. Semantic character consists of a qualified domain expert’s subjective impression about the narrative flavor, the implicit clinical urgency, and the specificity of meaning conveyed by the words and the word order in a given clinical phrase. For example, consider two arbitrary terminology systems—one that represents chest pain formally as being either “sharp” or “dull” and the other, which represents chest pain formally as being “sharp,” “stabbing,” or “dull.” If a patient were to complain of “knife-like chest pain,” an individual using the first hypothetical terminology might agree that the formal term “sharp” accurately matches the modifier “knife-like,” but that it does not exactly match the patient’s words. A care provider using the second hypothetical terminology would be more likely to consider, “stabbing pain” as equally accurate but more likely to be judged has having the same semantic character as “knife-like pain.” Both hypothetical terminologies could be judged as covering the modifier, “knife-like” in the sense of accuracy (i.e., there is a canonical term that at least seems to represent the concept). However, the first terminology, containing only “sharp” but not “stabbing,” is lacking in terms of expressivity compared to the latter terminology that contains “stabbing.” Healthcare providers using an inaccurate or poorly expressive interface terminology would likely struggle and spend more time in entering their own “natural language” terms into a structured clinical application.

To measure the synonym accuracy and expressivity of a target terminology, project members would perform the following steps. First, they should obtain a reference set of clinical phrases that were previously and independently generated as clinical documentation during routine care delivery. In the past, to study terminology coverage, investigators have created such clinical phrase corpora from de-identified, pre-existing patient records. Second, project members, studying, for example, a terminology for diagnostic findings, would employ appropriately qualified reviewers (e.g., experienced clinicians for the current example) to extract from the reference set of records any phrases containing “a statement by a clinician of a diagnostic impression or finding” (K. Campbell). Third, project members would attempt to match terms from the target termi-
nology under study to the concepts extracted from the reference set of records. Fourth, for cases in which the target terminology contains multiple synonyms for a clinical concept, the project members should select what they judge to be the best-matching synonym. Fifth, project members should rate each of the selected “best-fit” synonyms, answering the questions, “does the selected synonym have the same general meaning as the clinical phrase?” for accuracy, and “does the target terminology’s wording match the general understanding of the meaning of the synonym from the reference set?” for expressivity. Sixth, project members would calculate the overall percentage of clinical phrases that the target terminology accurately captured with good expressivity. Because this evaluation (as well as those that follow) involves subjective measurements, it is possible that inter-reviewer disagreements may occur. Investigators should employ multiple reviewers, then either calculate inter-reviewer agreement or address disagreement using consensus building methods, such as those employed in prior terminology evaluations.31,35,36

Principled Term Construction within a Terminology—Syntactic Consistency

Most terminologies present multiple acceptable ways of expressing a given concept. For example, the National Library of Medicine’s Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)37 terms have a preferred, or canonical (CUI) format, and multiple alternatives, represented by lexical unique identifier (LUI) and string unique identifier (SUI) strings linked to the given UMLS CUI concept. As has been the case for the UMLS, terminology maintainers may designate a single term as the “preferred” representation of the concept. Terminologies that apply a consistent syntax to preferred terms often prove easier for a human user to use than terminologies with “random” syntax or word orderings. For example, by applying a heuristic that says clinical finding names should have anatomical location descriptors that precede pathophysiologically condition descriptors which are in turn followed by less important “adjectival” modifiers—the terms “abdomen pain colicky” and “abdomen tenderness rebound localized” may be easier to find from within long term lists. More liberal, but more difficult to use, finding nomenclature construction rules might allow terms like “substernal burning chest pain” and “knife-like chest pain anteriorly.” Similarly, a terminology containing medical syndrome names might represent preferred terms with either generic descriptive names (e.g., “Acute febrile mucocutaneous lymph node syndrome”) or with eponyms (e.g., “Kawasaki disease” for the same syndrome). SNOMED CT, for example, uses the descriptive name, “Acute febrile mucocutaneous lymph node syndrome” as the preferred term for the concept “Kawasaki disease,” while also using the eponym, “West syndrome” as the preferred term for the concept “infantile spasms.” Likewise, SNOMED CT represents “Babinski reflex” using the preferred term, “extensor plantar response finding,” but uses the eponym “Hoffman’s reflex” as the preferred term for “involuntary flexing of the end of the thumb and index finger elicited by tapping on the third finger nail.”

Syntactic consistency within a terminology, also called “natural language consistency,”22 involves application of internally standardized principles for preferred concept construction and wording. Better syntactic consistency helps interface terminology users to find and to select efficiently the best-matching terms for their ideas. For example, a user searching for a concept that has an obscure eponym would have to search for both the eponym and several generic forms of expressing a finding to determine if a terminology actually represented the concept. As noted, the task is much simpler if the terminology has consistent preferred term wording constructs.

Evaluators should examine the preferred terms in an interface terminology to assess syntactic consistency, using as a stimulus clinical phrases taken from the previously described reference set of clinical records. From the terms in the interface terminology that best match those in the reference set, the evaluators should identify each interface terminology preferred term, and categorize it as having one or more of the following features:

1. Whether or not modifiers are consistently and sensibly pre-coordinated with similar concepts (e.g., in SNOMED CT, the concept “structure of brachial artery” is not pre-coordinated with any modifiers for laterality, while the term “structure of left axillary artery” in the same terminology is pre-coordinated with a modifier for laterality).

2. Whether similar pattern or sequence of concepts in pre-coordinated terms (e.g., SNOMED CT contains both “Parotid swelling” [i.e., an anatomic concept, followed by abnormal finding] and “Mass of parotid gland” [i.e., an anatomic concept, preceded by abnormal finding]).

3. Whether or not the “normal” or “non-diseased” status of a concept (e.g., whether an abnormal finding concept is absent or present) can be uniformly represented or expressed using the terminology, and whether the terminology consistently includes concepts that allow expression of the status (e.g., in SNOMED CT, “cranial bruit” is not pre-coordinated with the modifier “present”, while the similar concept “femoral bruit present” is).

4. Whether the terminology includes extraneous and non-natural words in term names per se (e.g., the semantic type indicated by the word “structure” is included in some SNOMED CT terms for some anatomic locations, including “Left upper arm structure” and “Structure of left lower leg”).

5. Whether or not the terminology uses variable or contradictory grammatical constructions within a single term name or in similar related terms (e.g., Medcin® contains both the concept “difficulty breathing better with sitting up” which includes the modifier “better,” an adjective, and the concept, “difficulty breathing worsens with sitting up” which includes the modifier, “worsens,” a verb).

6. Whether preferred term concepts are consistently represented using available eponyms or by more generic descriptive terms.

To assess syntactic consistency, evaluators should determine, across multiple examples, the rates at which each of the above-listed forms of expression occurred among the preferred terms in the interface terminology. For example, the project team might find that 10% of interface-preferred terms are pre-coordinated and include a modifier for laterality, while the other 90% of clinical phrases (where lateral-
ity is relevant) do not directly express it, but instead require a post-coordinated laterality modifier.

**Compositional Balance in an Interface Terminology**

The degree to which terminology developers enumerate (i.e., pre-coordinate) or spell out all possible complex concepts for users *a priori* may impact terminology usability. A menu of all complex concepts expressive within the terminology may increase the chances that a user will find a desired term, but an exhaustive list might increase the size of the terminology to the point that users experience difficulty searching through it. For example, consider a pharmacy formulary for oral medications that lists as primary entries pairs of all brand name formulations and their available strengths. Rather than simply looking for “hydrochlorothiazide tablets” in a system that listed generic drug names as primary entries, with synonyms for brand names, the user would have to search through all combinations of several dozen brand names with three different dosage strengths each—potentially as many as 50–100 items to choose from.

For terminologies in general, an alternative approach to pre-coordination allows the user select (or build up) complex concepts from multiple-choice “pick lists” as needed. Such post-coordination may increase terminology flexibility, but might also increase users’ difficulty in applying the terminology consistently, since there might exist multiple ways to build a given complex concept from primitive “atomic” concepts. Similarly, there might exist ways to construct nonsensical concepts through unconstrained selections from multiple axes. Consider, for example, the difference between selecting the pre-coordinated term, “chest pain substernal crushing,” versus post-coordinating “chest pain” from a list of clinical pain templates, then selecting “substernal” from a list of possible chest pain anatomical sites, and then selecting “crushing” from a list of possible “chest pain characters.” Balancing pre-coordination during terminology design and construction with the ability for users to post-coordinate concepts as needed may optimize terminology flexibility, ease of use and overall coverage. Optimizing this balance, which the authors have previously called “compositional balance,” can facilitate users’ concept selection tasks by minimizing the effort required to compose complex concepts from more atomic concepts, or to search through long lists of fully defined pre-coordinated concepts.

Evaluators of interface terminologies can apply J. Campbell’s method to quantify compositional balance by first measuring concepts’ terminological *degrees of freedom*, defined as the number of atomic concepts present in each complex pre-coordinated concept. Campbell operationally defined atomic concepts as the most general concepts from a reference terminology that could be used to compose a more complex concept in a mapped interface terminology. For example, the interface term “chest pain on exertion” in SNOMED CT has three degrees of freedom because it can be composed from the three atomic concepts, “exertion,” “chest” and “pain.” (The authors note that the causal relationship represented between the concepts exertion and chest pain is often represented using a semantic linkage rather than with a concept; semantic linkages are discussed below). Evaluators can calculate the degrees of freedom for each concept in an interface terminology by mapping them to a relatively granular reference terminology (such as mapping concepts in Medicin to SNOMED CT) and identifying how many reference terms are required to represent each interface term, irrespective of whether the reference concepts are from different terminological axes. Evaluators then calculate descriptive statistics such as mean and interquartile ranges for a terminology’s degrees of freedom for single sub-axes or across the entire terminology. The authors have previously speculated that an optimal number of degrees of freedom for a terminology exists that maximizes terminology usability. The authors believe that a terminology-wide average of 3–5 degrees of freedom could optimize usability by simultaneously minimizing the need for the user to search through longer lists of pre-coordinated concepts and reducing the effort required to compose complex concepts from large numbers of axes. The point at which this compositional balance is achieved may vary on the basis of the interface terminology’s intended use and clinical domain.

**Assertional Knowledge in an Interface Terminology**

Terminologies ideally incorporate definitional knowledge (also called “terminological knowledge” and “contextual knowledge”). Such knowledge specifies, for individual concepts, the structural relationships from them to other concepts. For example, in SNOMED CT, the concept “chest pain” is formally defined by three relationships: 1) “is a “finding of region of thorax”; 2) “is a “pain of truncal structure”; and 3) “has-finding-site “thoracic structure.” In addition to definitional knowledge, interface terminologies should include assertional knowledge, which describes each concept’s relationships to other concepts and modifiers, such whether concepts are present or absent under certain circumstances (e.g., the finding of an palpable mass in the presence of atrial fibrillation, a clinical disorder). Assertional knowledge also indicates whether a given term is relevant to specified patient populations (e.g., pregnancy status is not relevant for males, for women who have undergone hysterectomy, or for post-menopausal women). Other forms of assertional knowledge may indicate which modifiers commonly describe a given concept (e.g., one may characterize chest pain by its severity and by its response to certain known exacerbating or relieving factors). Examples of assertional knowledge-based relationships in an interface terminology include whether concepts have a normal state defined, and lists of relevant modifiers and associated concepts. Such information, when incorporated into interface terminologies, improves their usability for encoding loosely structured natural language phrases.

Measuring an interface terminology’s assertional knowledge involves the review of linkages among concepts and linkages between concepts and modifiers. To do this review, evaluators examine clinical documents and reference materials such as textbooks to discover assertional knowledge-based relationships among an interface terminology’s concepts and modifiers. Evaluators then determine whether the interface terminology represents such relationships. For example, upon reading the statement, “the patient complain of severe substernal chest pain radiating to the jaw,” the reviewers would search an interface terminology for...
linkages that connect the concept “chest pain” with the modifier “severe,” the anatomic location “substernal area,” the concept “radiates to jaw” and the status modifier “present.” Reviewers’ judgments as to whether such links are necessary and whether they are adequately implemented are subjective, and may vary among reviewers. Evaluators should use previously validated methods either to calculate inter-reviewer agreement or to address disagreement using consensus building methods. Evaluators should also recognize that assertional knowledge may be implied in the precoordinations that exist in highly compositional terminologies such as Medcin, or explicitly contained in formally defined linkages among concepts and modifiers.

**Formal Semantic Structure**

Explicitly describing the relationships among concepts in a terminology (whether it is pre-coordinated or allows post-coordination) helps to provide a formal picture of a knowledge domain, and can improve the suitability of the terminology for automated data storage, management and analysis. For example, the relationship that defines the concept “severe chest pain” as a more specific version of the concept “chest pain” can be described by the “is-a” and “has-severity” relationships (i.e., “severe chest pain” is-a [type of] “chest pain,” has-severity “severe”). These relationships are examples of description logic properties. Description logics formally specify the relationships that may exist among terminology concepts and modifiers to support algorithmic data storage, inferencing, subsumption, classification, management and analysis. While interface terminologies may benefit from providing assertional knowledge-based linkages among concepts and modifiers to support data acquisition, such terminologies need not necessarily include formal description logic-defined relationships among concepts. Instead of embedding description logic linkages directly within interface terminologies, developers instead can map interface terminology elements to reference terminologies. Developers can then calculate inter-reviewer agreement or address disagreement using consensus building methods. They can then derive statistics for the overall proportion of mappings that they believe to be accurate. For those interface terminologies that contain their own description logic linkages, investigators should evaluate those linkages directly. Methods for evaluating description logic linkages, including testing description logic attributes such as coverage, accuracy and ambiguity, have been previously described.

**Support for Human Readability**

Interface terminologies often assist clinicians and other users to access, read and understand previously encoded data. To do this, interface terminologies typically convert an application’s internally encoded data into more colloquial display phrases and terms, and may take advantage of grammatical tags to facilitate natural language generation. For example, Vanderbilt’s Quill structured note capture application uses an internally stored augmented transition network (ATN) to generate clinician-readable text from discrete data. The technique of using ATNs for such purposes is widespread, and was previously used, for example, in the mid-1970s by Edward H. Shortliffe in developing MYCIN’s question answering system, in the early 1980s by Perry Miller in the “Attending” anesthesia plan critiquing system and in the 1990s by Poon and Johnson, and by Lehman. The interface terminology supporting Quill includes, for every concept and modifier, attributes that specify the preferred term and its grammatical part of speech. For example, the term “chest pain” is tagged as a noun, and the modifiers “severe” and “substernal” as adjectives. When a Quill user selects the interface terms, “chest pain,” “severe,” “substernal” and “present,” the application’s ATN generates the sentence, “Severe substernal chest pain is present.” In this way, a Quill user documenting discrete data using an interface terminology simultaneously can generate a naturalistic, human-readable note.

Evaluating interface terminologies designed to support human readability entails examination of two aspects of data presentation. First, evaluators should identify and characterize how the application uses the interface terminology to present data. For example, consider whether the application displays preferred terms or user-selected terms, how it sequences terms and modifiers, whether the system utilizes grammatical parts of speech to optimize presentation, whether it presents information in synoptic (i.e., bulleted) or narrative format, and whether it depends on a specific proprietary software to display its output correctly. Second, evaluators should test whether representative clinician-users rate the systems’ display of discrete and encoded clinical data as easy to read and interpret. To do this, clinicians judge whether the terminology displayed correctly represents the underlying data. Specifically, reviewers would need to judge whether the output is accurate, readable, is clear, and has a “natural” feel to it.
Application Independence
Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems generally incorporate interface terminologies in one of two ways. First, the terminology may be integrated directly into an EHR system application (e.g., the user interface programming directly contains and displays selectable terminology components through menus of drop down boxes, buttons, list boxes, etc). Such selectable items are interface terms by definition, but they do not constitute a standalone interface terminology. Second, the terminology and the user interface system may exist as separate application components joined together via a parallel implementation or a service oriented architecture, with each component having with its own distinct attributes. This level of independence allows both the user interface and the interface terminology to impact usability. For example, Medcin, when used as an interface terminology with proprietary documentation tools developed by the same software company that maintains it, includes components that enhance its usability, including a “qualifier table” linking common modifiers to related concepts.

Distinguishing the effects of interface terminology attributes from effects of an application’s user interface attributes requires measuring similar outcomes for multiple different interface terminologies and for a variety of user interfaces. Previous studies used formal usability evaluation methods to test interface terminologies as implemented in single computer applications. Few evaluations have examined the interactions between an application’s user interface and its underlying interface terminology. To study interface terminology application independence, evaluators should first determine if an interface terminology was designed to be application independent, and then if possible, evaluate how embedding it within different computer applications affects its usability, according to the methods outlined below.

Evaluating Usability
After measuring the attributes outlined above, evaluators should determine how well an interface terminology performs when used to complete sample, representative real-world tasks for which designers built the interface terminology. Such evaluations should apply methods developed by usability science to determine how much effort users must expend to complete tasks, how often users fail to complete tasks, and how satisfied users are with the experience. Related metrics include: completeness, which assesses the proportion of tasks that a user can perform successfully using a terminology; correctness, which determines how accurately completed tasks were performed when compared to a gold standard; efficiency, which measures the number of steps, the amount of time, and the perceived effort required to complete a given task using an interface terminology; and, satisfaction, which rates user impressions after interacting with an interface terminology to complete tasks.

Quantitative outcomes also include the number of times users correctly and completely accomplished tasks, and the time and number of actions required to complete a task. More detailed measurable actions include the numbers of term searches, steps required to browse either between hierarchy axes or to more or less specific concepts within a terminology axis, composing two concepts into a single concept or selecting between synonyms; these actions can be studied by recording keyboard events and mouse clicks. Well-described methodologies for gathering qualitative data include audio- or videotaping subject feedback, open-ended in-depth interviews with subjects, and detailed failure analyses. For example, subjects can “think out loud” as they perform tasks with an interface terminology. This provides information that the investigators can correlate with video and keystroke action logs. In cases when subjects fail to enter a test phrase, the evaluator can “debrief” the subject to understand why the subject had difficulty. Additionally, for each modeling task, evaluators can ask users to articulate their satisfaction with the correctness and the completeness of the selected or composed term, either through spoken feedback or via agreement scales for statements such as: “the selected concept correctly models the clinical phrase” and “the selected concept completely models the clinical phrase.”

A Model for Evaluating Interface Terminologies
Interface terminology evaluations should include at least one of the following two components, depending on how designers envisioned use of the terminology. For interface terminologies designed to capture clinical documentation from healthcare providers while documenting clinical encounters, investigators should measure the following attributes as described above: 1) term coverage, accuracy and expressivity, 2) the proportion of preferred terms that reflect consistent natural human language, 3) determination of an appropriate balance between pre-coordination and post-coordination, 4) incorporated assertional medical knowledge, and 5) mapping or inclusion of a formal semantic structure. For interface terminologies designed to display internal, application-encoded data to clinical users, investigators should measure: 1) term coverage, accuracy and expressivity, 2) how well the terminology supports human readability, and 3) whether the terminology can be used across multiple computer applications. After completing the foregoing steps, investigators should next evaluate interface terminology’s usability for real-world tasks, such as encoding or reviewing data, measuring as outcomes task completeness, correctness, efficiency, and user satisfaction.

Upon completing the steps above, investigators will have gathered a detailed set of attribute measurements relative to an interface terminology’s coverage for clinical phrases. Specifically, for each clinical phrase evaluated, the measurements would consist of yes/no indicators for concept coverage, term accuracy and term expressivity, a numeric indicator for each of the syntactic forms that terminology preferred terms take, the number of degrees of freedom contained in the terminology’s representation of the clinical phrase, and yes/no indicators for the presence of assertional knowledge. The authors do not know of any empirical research that could currently guide weighting of these attributes to derive an overall “figure of merit” score that predicts interface terminology usability. Therefore, investigators should directly report both usability evaluations and the correlated interface terminology attributes metrics to help in developing an eventual weighting scheme. The clinicians’ usability ratings will include, as previously noted, the time required to code clinical phrases using an interface...
terminology, an indicator of whether the modeling was a success or failure, the numbers of actions required to encode the clinical phrase, and the user satisfaction on a numeric scale. Together, these data permit a multivariate analysis with and without interaction terms to determine the relative impact of the individual terminological attributes and the usability outcomes.

**Demonstration Through Examples**

To demonstrate how one might use the proposed model to evaluate interface terminologies, the authors identified two examples. In the first example the authors apply the evaluation model to SNOMED CT, detailing at length its performance against a component of a clinical note. In the second example, the authors apply the evaluation model to Medcin to demonstrate specific outcomes that can be exposed by the model. The examples were obtained after approval from the Vanderbilt Institutional Review Board. The authors randomly selected deidentified clinical statements from transcribed physician notes generated during primary care clinic encounters.

**Example 1.**

The example comes from the medical record of an 80 to 85 year old female with a history of hypertension and abdominal surgery. The note contained the following statement: “She has had about three months of intermittent left lower quadrant pain off and on. It lasts for one or a few hours. It is not associated with other symptoms such as constipation, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, hematuria, melena, or hematochezia.” While the authors elected to evaluate SNOMED CT as an interface terminology for this example, they note that SNOMED CT developers did not create it solely to serve as an interface terminology (i.e., it is equally designed to serve as a reference terminology). Nevertheless, the College of American Pathologists has endorsed SNOMED CT as, “the universal health care terminology that makes health care knowledge usable and accessible whenever and wherever it is needed”. For this example, the authors used SNOMED CT version 20060131, as represented in the Spring, 2006 UMLS distribution. Two authors working independently as reviewers (i.e., STR and PLE) with adjudication by a third (SHB) attempted to represent the concepts contained in the clinical statement with SNOMED CT. For the current example, adjudication took place by three-way conferencing among these three reviewers for cases of disagreement or ambiguity.

As a first step, the author-reviewers identified clinical concepts from the clinical record segment. These included the central concept “abdominal pain” localized to the left lower quadrant, represented in the term “left lower quadrant pain”, and further modified by the terms, “three months,” “intermittent,” “off and on,” lasting for “one or a few hours” and that it is “not associated with other symptoms.” The concepts that the abdominal pain is asserted to be unassociated with include those represented in the phrase by the terms, “constipation,” “diarrhea,” “nausea,” “hematuria,” “melena,” and “hematochezia.” Next, these reviewers determined whether SNOMED CT contained concepts and modifiers to represent the extracted concepts. Table 1 lists the concepts and modifiers found to represent the clinical phrase, and demonstrates that SNOMED CT had complete coverage of the phrase’s concepts. In two cases, SNOMED CT contained more than one concept that could reasonably represent those from the clinical statement: the word “hematuria” could be covered by either of the SNOMED CT concepts, “hematuria” or “blood in urine,” and the term “hematochezia” by either “hematochezia” or “blood in stool.” In each of these cases, SNOMED CT contained two separate concepts with unique preferred terms that represented closely related (or even duplicated) clinical entities.

As a next step, the reviewers determined the accuracy, expressivity and semantic approach for the SNOMED CT concepts identified as matching the clinical phrase. As above, all but two of the terms from the clinical note mapped to single SNOMED CT concepts having preferred terms exactly matching the words in the clinical phrase. For the two terms that mapped to multiple (potentially duplicated) SNOMED CT concepts, the choice of which terminology concept that the reviewers select to represent the clinical phrase may impact how to judge its accuracy and expressivity. For example, both concepts “hematuria” and “blood in urine” can be defined as blood contained in voided urine, and can therefore be judged as being accurate representations of the clinical phrase. The reviewers each speculated that the patient described in the clinical note was commenting on the absence apparent red-tinged urine as a symptom (rather than on the absence of red blood cells by the test
urine microscopy) when reviewing her symptoms with her healthcare provider. By contrast, SNOMED CT specifically defined “hematuria” as a finding in which red blood cells are detected in the urine using an objective test such as microscopy, and “blood in urine” as a clinical observation of blood-colored urine. In this case, the SNOMED CT concept “blood in urine” more accurately represents the dictated term, but has a different semantic character; by contrast, the SNOMED CT concept hematuria has the same semantic character (in this case, the same words) as the dictated term hematuria, but may not accurately represent the concept that the clinician intended to document.

In the current example, the reviewers also observed that SNOMED CT contained variation in its semantic approach to constructing some of the preferred terms. For example, SNOMED CT used the scientific name “melena” as the preferred term for the concept describing stool colored black by digested blood, but used descriptive or colloquial terms for other concepts, including “blood in urine” rather than hematuria, “vomiting” rather than “emesis,” and “blood in stool” rather than hematochezia.

As a next step, the reviewers evaluated whether the SNOMED CT concepts identified above represented the assertional knowledge contained in the dictated clinical phrase. The healthcare provider generating this statement considered and documented the presence of abdominal pain together with modifiers for location, timing and course, and a list of other potentially associated symptoms. The facts that abdominal pain can be located in the left lower quadrant, last for a few hours, be intermittent in nature, and be associated with constipation, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, hematuria, melena, and hematochezia all represent assertional knowledge. To evaluate whether SNOMED CT contained assertional knowledge to represent these details, the reviewers examined the relationships modeled around the concept “Abdominal Pain” in SNOMED CT. None of the modifiers or associated concepts present in the clinical statement had corresponding SNOMED CT relationships linked to the concept “abdominal pain.” This can be contrasted with the SNOMED CT concept “blood in urine,” which had relationships specified for time course, episodicity, severity, and the presence of pain. Both concepts, “abdominal pain” and “blood in urine” had SNOMED CT relationships specified to lists of diagnoses that could cause the symptom.

Next, the reviewers quantified the degrees of freedom for selected SNOMED CT concepts and modifiers. The concept “Left Lower Quadrant Pain” in the clinical phrase above is a compositional expression that contains the more general SNOMED CT concept “Abdominal Pain” and modifiers for location, “Left” and “Structure of lower abdominal quadrants.” “Abdominal Pain” itself represents a composition of the two SNOMED CT concepts, “General finding of abdomen” and “Pain finding at anatomical site.” In sum, the concept “Left Lower Quadrant Pain” contains three general concepts and two modifiers. While the concept “Blood in Urine,” by contrast, is coded in SNOMED CT as an atomic concept, it can also be decomposed to the general concepts, “Abnormal urinary product” and “Hemorrhage,” and then the concept “Abnormal urinary product” to “Urine finding” and “Normality Finding.” Of the eight concepts from SNOMED CT that covered those in the clinical statement, four could be considered compositional expressions: “left lower quadrant pain,” “hematuria,” “melena,” and “hematochezia.”

From this example evaluating the use of SNOMED CT as an interface terminology to represent the clinical statement above, the reviewers observed that it had adequate coverage, presented some challenges in terms of characterizing its accuracy, and its syntactic consistency and assertional knowledge did not completely cover those present in the clinical statement. While able accurately to cover all eight concepts and the modifiers contained in the extracted clinical record segment, two SNOMED CT terms were different than those represented in the segment. For these two, expressivity was reduced. In terms of syntactic consistency, SNOMED CT used as preferred terms both descriptive and colloquial terms (e.g., “blood in urine” and “vomiting”) and medical jargon terms (e.g., “melena”) rather than adhering to a single uniform approach for preferred terms. None of the assertional knowledge-based relationships judged to be present in the clinical statement were encoded in SNOMED CT, although SNOMED CT did include some assertional knowledge related to “abdominal pain.” The two reviewers attempting to represent the clinical statement identified the same concepts from SNOMED CT, and both had difficulty determining the best ones to represent the terms “hematuria” and “hematochezia,” but both ultimately selected the same ones (i.e., “blood in urine” and “blood in stool”).

As a last step, the reviewers attempting to model this phrase provided qualitative feedback relative to SNOMED CT’s usability as an interface terminology for the clinical statement provided in the current example. SNOMED CT’s usability could not be directly compared against a gold standard documentation method, such as dictation with human transcription, because the clinical statement was identified retrospectively (i.e., the reviewers did not generate the dictation and could not assess the usability of dictation). As a result, its correctness and completeness relative to dictation could not be assessed. However, the reviewers’ qualitative impressions if SNOMED CT’s usability could still be recorded and characterized relative to the quantitative measurements, above. In this case, when representing the clinical statement using SNOMED CT, the reviewers were generally satisfied that the terminology was complete and efficient to use. The reviewers provided no comments or feedback for the words that mapped accurately and expressively to terminology concepts.

For the two concepts from the clinical statement that did not have clear term/concept matches in SNOMED CT, hematuria and hematochezia, the reviewers questioned the correctness of the mappings, wondering whether SNOMED CT contained concept duplication that could lead to ambiguity. One reviewer commented, ‘Haematuria is felt to be ambiguous in SNOMED CT and is actually marked as such. It is considered a non-current concept and it contains no children. This is because the blood component could be White Cells or Red Cells or perhaps bushy coat. ... Blood in the Urine is also ambiguous but not listed as such in SNOMED CT.” The other reviewer commented, “A human reviewer searching SNOMED CT could choose to map the phrase ‘the patient had hematuria’ either to any of the ‘hematuria’ concepts, given the ambiguity. If they were to encounter one
with a preferred term ‘hematuria’ and another with a preferred term ‘blood in urine’ then one might expect a variable approach to modeling.” The process of disambiguating the correct concept before selecting the correct SNOMED CT concept to represent hematuria took more steps and time than did the process of representing the other concepts. This had the effect of reducing efficiency, both when measured by reviewers’ perceptions and by the amount of time and number of steps required for searching SNOMED CT for the best fit concept.

**Example 2.**

For this example, the authors examined how well the interface terminology Medcin can represent a phrase used in a US Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) general medical evaluation template for documenting compensation and pension examinations.51 In this example, the authors focus evaluation template for documenting compensation and interface terminology Medcin can represent a phrase used in For this example, the authors examined how well the interface terminology Medcin can represent a phrase used in

The evaluation parameters outlined in the current model involve trade-offs. For example, the most accurate concept in an interface terminology for representing a given clinical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Phrase Component</th>
<th>Medcin Concept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspection of the Spine and Back—Etiology of postural or gait abnormality</td>
<td>Musculoskeletal Exam—Thoracic Spine [169813]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musculoskeletal Exam—Cervical Spine [7964]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musculoskeletal Exam—Lumbar / Lumbosacral Spine [169812]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Musculoskeletal Exam—Thoracolumbar Spine [7985]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Back†</td>
<td>Examination Of The Back [202199]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etiology</td>
<td>no match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postural¶</td>
<td>Posture [8204]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gait Abnormality</td>
<td>Abnormality of Walk [733]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The concepts contained in the clinical phrase, “Inspection of the Spine and Back—Etiology of postural or gait abnormality”

†[Inspection of the] is implied.

¶[Abnormality] is implied.

From among the concepts contained in the VA template phrase, one had no match (i.e., “Etiology”), the reviewers agreed that one matched only a more general concept (i.e., “Inspection of the Back”) and one matched multiple concepts that were simultaneously more and less granular (i.e., “Inspection of the Spine,” discussed below). The concepts selected to cover “Inspection of the Spine,” in particular, presented the reviewers difficulty. While the Medcin concepts found for this concept from the VA template phrase were more granular, each focusing on a specific part of the spine (e.g., thoracic spine or cervical spine), they were also less granular because they represented the physical exam for these spinal locations in general, rather than specifying the method of spinal examination (i.e., spinal inspection). Therefore, from among the five concepts in the VA template phrase, one was not covered at all, one could be partially covered by related concepts, one was partially covered by a more general concept and two were covered by concepts having the same level of detail. In no cases were the Medcin terms identical to the words contained in the VA template phrase. As a result, the reviewers scoring Medcin’s accuracy and expressivity concluded that Medcin could accurately represent two of the five concepts, but judged that it had poor expressivity. The lack of expressivity in this example is was felt to be the result of both the requirement to create a compositional expression to cover the VA template phrase, and the absence of synonyms that match the terms in the phrase. In addition, Medcin does not specify a method to combine concepts into a compositional expression.

In evaluating syntactic consistency, the reviewers noted that Medcin applies three different approaches for constructing the terms in this example. For the concepts selected to represent “Inspection of the Spine,” Medcin’s terms were constructed using a formalism containing first the patient assessment component (i.e., musculoskeletal exam) followed by a dash, then followed by the anatomic location being evaluated (e.g., cervical spine). In contrast, the concept selected to represent “Inspection of the Back” was constructed using a simple English statement (i.e., “examination of the back”). The concept for “Gait Abnormality” used a third formalism in which the concept status (i.e., abnormality) was placed first, followed by the status’ subject (i.e., walk). No single formalism appeared to apply for the term construction among the Medcin concepts selected to represent the VA template phrase.

**Discussion**

The current manuscript outlines a model for evaluating terminologies designed to support the interaction between humans and structured clinical data, such as structured clinical documentation. The proposed model delineates relevant terminology attributes, as well as a process for evaluating their impact on an actual documentation task. The model emphasizes those attributes that promote correct and efficient structuring of clinical data by human users, specifically as they relate to terms’ semantic character and relationships between related concepts and other concepts or modifiers. A view of this model is in Figure 1.

The evaluation parameters outlined in the current model involve trade-offs. For example, the most accurate concept in an interface terminology for representing a given clinical
phrase may not be the most expressive, and a terminology enforcing accuracy may reduce its usability. In one of the above examples, a note’s author used the term “hematuria” generally to refer to the symptom of apparent blood in the urine while SNOMED CT used the term “blood in urine” to represent this entity, and had a different definition for the term “hematuria.” To determine the best concept for representing a given clinical entity, the healthcare provider using the interface terminology would need to explore the differences between the two and determine which one carries both the meaning and the correct semantic character. In this case, the healthcare provider selecting a term must balance accuracy against efficiency and expressivity. Whether it is in the purview of interface terminologies to require highly accurate and precise encoding of clinical information is an open question. An inaccurate or imprecise interface terminology risks capturing incorrect data from the healthcare provider; an overly precise or accurate one risks being too rigid to be usable in general clinical practice.

When using a terminology to encode clinical information, the main tasks users perform include searching for and selecting the best concept to represent a clinical entity, setting its status (e.g., absent or present), and associating it with other related concepts or modifiers. Manually searching a terminology, either by keyword searches or by browsing through term lists, may be too inefficient for healthcare providers during clinical care delivery. Attributes improving users’ abilities to find the best concept from within a terminology may enhance its usability. Many of the attributes proposed in the current evaluation model directly address the efficiency of term finding and selection. While powerful search tools in the user interface of an application using the interface terminology may help reduce the cognitive burden imposed by inadequate expressivity or language inconsistency, adequate synonymy and a predictable syntactic approach to forming terms can reduce the terminology’s reliance on a given implementation environment.

It is possible that the proposed interface terminology attributes are incomplete or confounded by other factors that impact usability more than accuracy, expressivity and the identified assertional medical knowledge. It is also possible that investigators applying this model will demonstrate no association between the proposed attributes and the usability measures. Investigators can mitigate against the impact of this possibility by gathering qualitative feedback during the usability study. The qualitative data will allow investigators to identify reasons why they proposed attributes were not associated with usability. Possible reasons include a true absence of association, differential association based on previously unidentified sub-groups, and confounding by phrase, terminology or subject factors.

Conclusions

The authors have presented a model for evaluating interface terminologies in terms of how well they support the interaction between humans and structured concepts. A formal evaluation model will permit investigators to evaluate interface terminologies using a consistent and principled approach. The proposed model defines a series of measurable attributes that allow investigators to quantify how well the terminology can support efficient data entry and data review. Investigators can correlate these attributes with findings from usability evaluations of the interface terminology. Terminology developers and evaluators can apply this model to identify areas for improving interface terminologies.
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